“A Jew
ewish Naational Home,”
H
100
1 Year
ars On

Turks
T
and Arabs
A
Welcoomed
the Balfou
ur Decclaratiion
by Efrraim Karrsh

“

100
years
have
passsed sincce the
nottorious Ballfour Declaration
n, by which
h Britain
gave, without
w
an
ny right,
authority
y or conseent from
anyone, the laand of
Palestine to anotheer people.
This paaved the road
r
for
the Nakkba of Paalestinian
people and theeir dispossessiion
and
d
displacemeent from
m their
World War
W I allies inncorporated thhe Balfour Deeclaration into the
1
land.”
Turkish Peace Treaty
ty signed at tthe French toown of Sèvress in
August 1920.
1
So
S Mahmou
ud Abbas
.
claimed
d at lastt year’s
annual meeting
m
of the U.N.
General Assembly
y in what constitutees the stanndard Paleestinian inddictment oof the
Novemb
ber 1917 British go
overnment’’s pledge to facilitaate “the eestablishmeent in
Palestin
ne of a natiional homee for the Jeewish peopple” providding that “nothing shhall be
done which
w
may prejudicee the civil and religgious rightts of existting non-JJewish
commun
nities in Paalestine.”
Itt is an emo
otionally gripping
g
claaim, but itt is also thee inverse oof truth. Foor one
thing, Britain
B
did
d consult its main war
w allies,, notably U.S. presiident Wooodrow
Wilson,, before issuing
i
th
he declaraation, whicch was qquickly enndorsed byy the
contem
mporary intternationall community, includding the le aders of thhe nascentt pan1 “Full tex
xt of PA President Mahmoud Abbas’s speecch at the UN,” The Times of IIsrael, Sept. 222, 2016.
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Arab movement. Furtherfourteen
points,
anThe Balfour Declaration was used
more, the declaration was
nounced in an address to a
as a model by the Ottoman Empire
used as a model by the
joint session of Congress
for its own official communiqué.
Ottoman Empire for its
on January 8, 1918. In fact,
own official communiqué.
it was the much-maligned
For another thing, it was
May 1916 Anglo-Frenchnot the Balfour Declaration that paved
Russian agreement on the partition of the
the road to the displacement of many
Ottoman Empire (or the Sykes-Picot agreement
Palestinians but its rejection by the extremist
as it is generally known) that blazed this new
Palestinian Arab leadership headed by the
trail by providing for “an independent Arab
Jerusalem mufti Hajj Amin Husseini—this
State or a Confederation of Arab States ... under
against the wishes of ordinary Palestinian
the suzerainty of an Arab chief.”3
Arabs who preferred to coexist with their
The Balfour Declaration sought to
Jewish neighbors and take advantage of
modify this agreement by substituting a
opportunities created by the evolving Jewish
Jewish national home for the international
national enterprise. Had this leadership not
administration to which Palestine was to be
ignored the wishes of its subjects, and the
subjected. While the French resented the
will of the international community for that
change for fear of losing influence over
matter, there would have been no nakba.
Christianity’s holy sites, they eventually
relented and joined their war allies in
incorporating the declaration into the Turkish
The Historical Context
Peace Treaty signed at the French town of
The end of World War I saw the ideal
Sèvres in August 1920.4 Two years later, on
of national self-determination becoming the
July 24, 1922, the League of Nations
organizing principle of the international
appointed Britain the mandatory for Palestine
system as the victorious powers carved
with the explicit goal of “placing the country
territorial states from the collapsed Ottoman,
under such political, administrative, and
German, Habsburg, and Russian empires.
economic conditions as will secure the
This was done through a newly devised
establishment of the Jewish national home”
mandates system that placed the Afro-Asiatic
as stipulated by the Balfour Declaration.5 A
week later, the U.S. Congress endorsed the
territories of the defunct empires (the
declaration in a joint resolution, amplifying
European lands were given immediate
this move during World War II with several
independence) under the control of respective
resolutions and declarations supporting
mandatory powers, beholden to a new world
organization—the League of Nations—which
were charged with steering them from
tutelage to independence.2
3 For the text of the Sykes-Picot Agreement, see The
This sea change is commonly
Avalon Project, Yale Law School.
associated with Woodrow Wilson’s famous
2 “Draft Resolutions in Reference to Mandatories,”
Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS),
Paris Peace Conference 1919 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1942-47), vol. 3, pp.
795-6.
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4 For the making of the postwar agreements, see
Efraim Karsh and Inari Karsh, Empires of the
Sand: The Struggle for Mastery in the Middle
East, 1789-1923 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1999), chaps. 15-18.
5 Walter Laqueur, ed., The Israel-Arab Reader
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970), p. 55.
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unrestrictted Jewish immigratio
on and thee
creation of
o a Jewish state
s
in Palestine.6
In
n other words, within five
f
years off
its issuaance, the Balfour Decllaration had
d
come to reflect the will
w of the international
community as rep
presented by a majorr
official resolution
r
by
y the newly
y established
d
world orrganization (the U.N. predecessor)
p
.
And thiss was not only in thee “practical””
sense of supporting the creation
n of a Jewish
h
national home but in the deep
per sense off
recogniziing “the hisstorical con
nnexion [sic]]
of the Jeewish peoplee with Palesstine and …
the groun
nds for reco
onstituting th
heir national
home in the
t country.”7
Even
E
the Otttoman Empire, head off
the world
d’s Muslim community
y, seemed to
o
have ack
knowledged the right off the Jews to
o
collectivee revival in their
t
ancestral homeland
d.
On Augu
ust 12, 1918, Grand
G
Vizierr Talaat Pashaa,
one of th
he triumvirs who had ru
un the empirre
since 19
913, issued an official communiqu
ué
expressin
ng “sympathiees for the esttablishment of
o
a religio
ous and nattional Jewissh center in
n
Palestine by well-org
ganized imm
migration an
nd
o
to promote thiis
colonizatiion” and offering
enterprisee “by all meaans” provided
d it “does no
ot
8
affect the rights of the non-Jewish population.”
p
Largely
L
modeled on the Balfou
ur
Declarattion and fo
ormulated in
i a similaar
process of lengthy discussionss with prom
m-

6 See, forr
Saudii
1946,,
Saud,,
1012.
7

8

example, Prresident Trum
man to King of
o
Arabia (Abd
dul Aziz Ibn Saud),
S
Oct. 25
5,
FRUS, 1946, pp. 714-16; Truman to Ib
bn
Jan. 27, 194
47, FRUS, 19
947, vol. 5, p.
p

B
Mandate for Palestine, San Rem
mo
The British
Confe
ference, Apr. 24, 1920, Council
C
of th
he
Leagu
ue of Nations, July 24, 1922
2; Laqueur, Th
he
Israel-Arab Reader, p. 54.
gang Schwaniitz, “The Ottoman ‘Balfou
ur
Wolfg
Declaaration,’” Mid
ddle East Qua
arterly, Winteer
2018.
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Hasheemite emir F
Faisal I (rigght) and Chhaim
Weizm
mann (wearingg Arab headddress) in 1918 in
Transjjordan. Later,, Faisal statedd, “No true A
Arab
can bee suspicious orr afraid of Jew
wish nationalissm ”

inennt Jewish leeaders, Talaaat’s proclam
mation
cam
me too late too have real ssignificance—
—twoandd-a-half moonths after its issuancce, the
Ott omans surreendered to thhe Allies—annd was
mprove the M
Muslim
appparently desiigned to im
emppire’s bargaaining position in the loooming
posstwar peace talks. Yet its issuancce was
nothhing short of extraorrdinary giveen the
viollent Ottomaan reaction to anythinng that
smaacked of nattional self-deeterminationn, from
the Greek war of independdence in the 1820s,
to the Balkann wars of tthe 1870s, to the
menian genoocide of Woorld War I. IIndeed,
Arm
onlyy a year beffore the declaration, the Jewish
com
mmunity in P
Palestine (orr the Yishuv) faced
a reeal risk of eextinction fr
from the Otttomans
for the very saame reason, only to bee saved
throough interveention by Geermany, Istaanbul’s
sennior war ally..

Arabs Em
mbrace thee Declaratioon
Emir F
Faisal. Talaaat was harddly the
onlyy regional ppotentate to accept the Jewish
righht to nationaal revival. T
The leaders of the
nasscent pan-Arrab movemeent were peerfectly
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amenable to endorsing the
Faisal was prepared to
The Hashemite emirs continued to
Balfour Declaration so long
take his general affinity
pursue
their
imperial
ambitions
as this seemed to be cona major step further. By
under the pan-Arab guise.
ducive to their ambitions.
now, he had established
And none more so than the
a foothold in Syria under
Hashemite emirs Faisal and
the protective wing of
Abdullah who, together with their father, the
Sir Edmund Allenby, commander of the
Sharif of Mecca Hussein ibn Ali, perpetrated the
Egyptian Expeditionary Force, which had
“Great Arab War” against the Ottoman Empire.
driven the Ottoman forces from the Levant. The
They were, as it happened, generously rewarded
emir hoped to expand this opening into a fullfor their endeavors in the form of vast territories
fledged empire with U.S. backing and
several times the size of the British Isles. Yet
support. Were the Zionists to help swing
since these spectacular gains (which comprise
American public opinion behind his cause,
the current states of Iraq, Jordan, and parts of
he was “quite sure that he and his followers
Saudi Arabia) only served to whet their
would be able to explain to the Arabs that the
appetite, the emirs continued to pursue their
advent of the Jews into Palestine was for the
imperial ambitions under the pan-Arab guise.
good of the country, and that the legitimate
Even during the revolt, Faisal began
interests of the Arab peasants would in no
toying with the idea of establishing his own
way be interfered with.”10
Syrian empire, independent of his father’s
“It [i]s curious there should be
prospective regional empire. In late 1917 and
friction between Jews and Arabs in
early 1918, he went so far as to negotiate this
Palestine,” Faisal told Weizmann after
option with key members of the Ottoman
hearing his exposition of Zionist aims.
leadership behind the backs of his father and
“There was no friction in any other country
his British allies. As his terms were rejected
where Jews lived together with Arabs. He
by Istanbul, Faisal tried to gain great-power
was convinced that the trouble was promoted
endorsement for his imperial dream, and it
by intrigues. He did not think for a moment
was here that his interests seemed to
that there was any scarcity of land in
converge with that of the Zionist movement.
Palestine. The population would always have
On June 4, 1918, Faisal met Chaim
enough, especially if the country were
Weizmann, the Russia-born, Manchester-based
developed.”11 Faisal reiterated this benevolent observation at a dinner held on his
rising head of the Zionist movement. The two
behalf by Lord Rothschild, to whom Balfour
struck up an immediate rapport, and the emir
sent the letter containing his famous
readily acknowledged “the necessity for
declaration. “No true Arab can be suspicious
cooperation between Jews and Arabs” and “the
or afraid of Jewish nationalism,” Faisal
possibility of Jewish claims to territory in
Palestine.” Yet he refused to discuss Palestine’s
future until such a time “when Arab affairs were
more consolidated.”9
When they met again six months later,

9 Jeremy Wilson, Lawrence of Arabia. The Authorized
Biography of T. E. Lawrence (London: Minerva,
1990), pp. 512-13.
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10 “Dr. Weizmann’s Interview with Emir Faisal at
the Carlton Hotel, December 11th 1918. Colonel
Lawrence Acting as Interpreter,” FO 371/3420,
British National Archives, London.
11 Ibid.
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stated, “and what better
his following.” Nearly six
Emir Abdullah made his first
intermediary could we
months later, Weizmann
overture
in
autumn
1921,
find anywhere in the
still considered Faisal a
indicating his readiness to
world more suitable than
staunch ally who fully
recognize
the
Balfour
Declaration.
you? For you have all the
understood the immense
knowledge of Europe,
potential of Arab-Zionist
and are our cousins by blood.”12
cooperation. “He is ready to take Jewish
On January 3, 1919, shortly before
advisers and is willing, even anxious, to have
Zionist support in the development and even
giving evidence to the Paris peace
conference, Faisal signed an agreement with
administration of the Damascus region,” he
wrote to Balfour in September 1919. “We, of
Weizmann supporting the creation of a
Jewish national home in Palestine in
course, would be willing to make a very great
accordance with the Balfour Declaration and
effort to help Faisal, as it would help us very
much towards establishing good relations with
pledging the adoption of all necessary
measures “to encourage and stimulate
the Arabs both in Palestine and Syria.”14
This upbeat prognosis failed to
immigration of Jews into Palestine on a large
consider the instrumental nature of Faisal’s
scale.” In a letter to a prominent American
behavior. When his efforts to gain
Zionist a couple of months later, Faisal
international recognition for his imperial
amplified this pledge:
dream came to naught, the emir quickly
We Arabs, especially the educated
changed tack and reneged on his historic
among us, look with the deepest
agreement with the Zionist movement. On
sympathy on the Zionist movement
March 8, 1920, he was crowned by his
… and we regard [the Zionist
supporters as King Faisal I of Syria “within
demands] as moderate and proper.
its natural boundaries, including Palestine,”
We will do our best, in so far as we
and the newly installed monarch had no
are concerned, to help them
intention of allowing the Jewish national
through: we will wish the Jews a
movement to wrest away any part of his
most hearty welcome home.13
kingdom. The coronation was thus followed
by riots in Palestine as rumors spread
For several months, the emir seemed
regarding the country’s imminent annexation
to be working to this end. So much so that in
to Syria. These culminated in early April
April 1919, Weizmann maintained that
1920 in a pogrom in Jerusalem in which
“between the Arab leaders, as represented by
five Jews were murdered and more than two
Faisal, and ourselves, there is complete
hundred were wounded. “[I]n spite of his
understanding, and therefore complete acmomentary success, obtained also partly
cord” and that Faisal “has undertaken to
by British gold—[Faisal] is in the long
exercise all his influence towards having his
estimate of the Zionist cause and the Zionist
proposals as ‘moderate and proper’ shared by

12 Jon Kimche, There Could Have Been Peace (New
York: Dial Press, 1973), p. 70.
13 Laqueur, The Israel-Arab Reader, pp. 37-9.
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14 Weizmann to Balfour, Apr. 9, Sept. 27, 1919, The
Letters and Papers of Chaim Weizmann. Series A,
vol. 9, October 1918-July 1920 (New Brunswick and
Jerusalem: Transaction Books and Israel Universities
Press, 1977), pp. 129-30, 230-1.
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run a brroken reed,”” a disillusio
oned
Weizman
nn wrote his colleagues.15
Emir
E
Abdullah. This disillusionm
ment did not
n
prevent the
Zionist leaders
l
from
m pinning their
t
hopes on
n Abdullah, who reseented
his marg
ginalization by his younger
brother and
a resolved
d to win his own
“Greater Syrian” empire. Like
L
Faisal, th
he emir view
wed Zionism
m as
an influential and afffluent movem
ment
that cou
uld help bo
oth rally grreatpower su
upport behin
nd his imp
perial
dream and bankroll itss implementaation.
In the words
w
of his
h protégé and
Transjord
dan’s prime minister, Saamir
Rifai: “The enlarged Transjordan
Palestinian
P
Arrab demonstraators, 1920. F
Faisal was croowned
State wiith the sup
pport of Jew
wish
kiing of Syria inn March 19200. The coronaation was folllowed
economy
y would become the most
m
byy riots in Paleestine, which culminated inn early April 1920
influentiaal State in th
he Arab Miiddle
in
n a pogrom inn Jerusalem inn which five JJews were muurdered
East.”16
an
nd more thann two hundredd wounded.
Abdullah
A
made
m
his first
overture to the Zioniist movemen
nt in
the autum
mn of 1921
1, indicating
g his
travveled to Lonndon, where at a secret m
meeting
readiness to recognize the Balfou
ur Declaration
n
withh Weizmannn and a nnumber of Z
Zionist
s
in
n Transjordan
n,
and to allow Jewish settlement
offiicials, he reiiterated his pproposal andd asked
veral month
hs
which hee had comee to rule sev
thatt they use their goodd offices wiith the
earlier, provided
p
th
he Jews ag
greed to be
b
Freench governnment, whiich by theen had
incorporaated into a unified
u
kingdom under hiis
mascus, to secure
exppelled Faisaal from Dam
headship.. In the meaantime, he had a smalll
him
m the Syrian throne.17
favor to ask. The £3,500
£
mon
nthly subsidy
y
Egypt. N
Neither werre the Hashhemites
from his father was paid
p
through
h the Zionisttthe Zionists’ oonly conduuit to the A
Arabicowned Anglo-Palest
A
tine Bank in
n Jerusalem
m.
speeaking worldd. With conttacts with soome of
Would th
he bank be prepared
p
to advance him
m
the secret, pan--Arab societiies operatingg in the
£7,000 to
o be repaid by the rem
mittance from
m
Ott oman Empiire already eestablished by the
his fatherr? The bank’s evasive reeply did little
ment prior too World W
War I, a
Zioonist movem
to deter the emir. In Novemb
ber 1922, he
h
few
w months aftter the issuaance of the B
Balfour
Decclaration, Weizmann led a Z
Zionist
com
mmission too the Middlle East to eexplore
15

Weizm
mann to the Zionist Execu
utive (London)),
Mar. 25, 1920, The Letters and Papers
P
of Chaim
m
Weizm
mann. Series A,
A vol. 9, Octtober 1918-Jully
1920,, p. 329.

16 Clayton
n to Foreign Office, Dec. 12, 1947, FO
O
371/6
62226/E11928.
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17 H
Haprotokoim sshel Havaad H
Hapoel Hazionni 19191929. Vol. 33: Sep. 1921-JJune 1923 (Jerrusalem:
Zionist Libraary, 2003), ppp. 165-9, 211--17; The
Letters and P
Papers of Chaaim Weizmannn. Series
A, vol. 10, Juuly 1920-Decem
mber 1921, p. 3338.
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ways and means for its
another, and then to
Egypt was conspicuously
implementation, including
another, what sum will
indifferent
to
the
anti-Zionist
“the establishment of good
you get?” Saad Zaghlul,
struggle in Palestine led by
relations with the Arabs and
the doyen of modern
Hajj
Amin
Husseini.
other
non-Jewish
comEgyptian nationalism,
munities in Palestine.” In
said, dismissing the panCairo, he managed to convince a number of
Arab ideal of unity.19
leading Syrian and Palestinian activists, living at
During the 1920s and the early 1930s,
the time in the Egyptian capital, that “Zionism
Egypt was conspicuously indifferent to the
has come to stay, that it is far more moderate
anti-Zionist struggle in Palestine led by Hajj
in its aims than they had anticipated, and that
Amin Husseini. So much so that a prominent
by meeting it in a conciliatory spirit, they are
Palestinian Arab journalist, living in Egypt,
likely to reap substantial benefits in the
recalled in his memoirs how he was asked by
future.” He also succeeded in allaying the
ordinary Egyptians who “Mr. Palestine” was,
fears of the Egyptian sultan Fuad of
while others thought that Zionism was the
Zionism’s alleged designs on Islam’s holy
name of a certain woman with whom Mr.
places, especially its supposed intention to
Palestine had quarreled and, therefore, hated.
destroy the Dome of the Rock and to
Ziwar Pasha, the governor of
18
reestablish the Jewish temple on its ruins.
Alexandria, was certainly better informed,
It was indeed in Egypt that the Jewish
though his knowledge did not prevent him from
national aspirations seemed to garner some
participating in the celebrations of the local
genuine sympathy, albeit for the opposite
Jewish community upon the issuance of the
reasons of those articulated by Zionist
Balfour Declaration. Eight years later, as
champions of the “pan-Arab connection.”
Egypt’s prime minister, Ziwar sent an official
Given its physical detachment from the
representative to the inauguration of the Hebrew
eastern part of the Arabic-speaking world on
University in Jerusalem, which he applauded as
the one hand, and its illustrious imperial past
a contribution to mankind. By contrast, the
Egyptian government refused to send a
dating back to pharaonic times on the other,
delegation to the ceremonies celebrating the
Egypt was seen by early pan-Arabists as “not
restoration of the al-Aqsa mosque, contenting
belonging to the Arab race.” For their part,
itself with the attendance of its Jerusalem
Egyptians looked down on the rest of the
consul. Likewise, no Egyptian official bothered
Arabs, using the term “Arab” in a derogatory
to meet Husseini during his visits to Cairo in
fashion to denote a shiftless and uncultured
1926-28; on one occasion, he was directly
nomad, someone to be viewed with contempt
snubbed by the Egyptian prime minister, who
by a people with a millenarian tradition of
settled cultivation. “If you add one zero to
would not see him despite staying in the same
hotel—this at a time when Weizmann had

18 Kinahan Cornwallis, “Zionists and Syrians in
Egypt,” Arab Bulletin, Apr. 30, 1918, FO
882/27; Chaim Weizmann to Nahum Sokolow,
Apr. 18, July 17, 1918, The Letters and Papers
of Chaim Weizmann. Series A, vol. 8, November
1917-October 1918, pp. 137, 233-4.
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19 Negib Azury, Le Réveil de la Nation Arabe dans
l’Asie Turque (Paris: Libraire Plon, 1905), p.
246; Sylvia G. Haim, ed., Arab Nationalism: An
Anthology (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1964), pp. 46-7.
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already conferred
c
witth Fuad
in 1918, and other Zionist
officials
met
Egyptian
E
m
of
counterpaarts as a matter
course. As
A late as 19
928, the
king could still hold
discussion
ns on the merits
m
of
Zionism with the chiief rabbi
of the Egyptian Jewish
communiity. Even th
he 1929
charges of
o Jewish deesigns to
destroy th
he al-Aqsa mosque,
m
spread by
y the mufti by
y way of
stirring mass
m
massaacres of
It took onee full year for tthe first manife
festation of loccal opposition tto the
Jews thrroughout Palestine,
Balfour
Declaration
D
to
e
emerge
in
the
e
form of a pettition by a grooup of
left the Egyptian masses
Palestinian
n Arab dignitaaries and natioonalists.
20 It was
largely unmoved.
u
only in the mid-193
30s that
these sentiments beegan to
speeaking com
mmunities throughouut the
change du
ue to the grow
wing pan-Arrab sentimentts
emppire, had noot experienced the proocesses
among educated
e
Eg
gyptians an
nd now-King
of secularizatiion and m
modernization that
Faruq’s (1937-52) am
mbition to estaablish himsellf
preeceded the developmeent of Eurropean
as the leaader of all Arrabs, if not th
he caliph of alll
nat ionalism inn the late 17700s. Hencee, they
Muslims.
connsidered th emselves O
Ottoman suubjects
rathher than m
members of a wider Arab
nat ion, let aloone a Palesstinian one. Their
Arab-J
Jewish Coeexistence in
n Palestine
imm
mediate lo yalties weere parochiial—to
The
T
Egyptiian attitud
des to the
onee’s clan, tribe, villlage, town, or
Balfour Declaratio
on, ranging
g from in
nreliigious sect—
—which co existed alo ngside
orsement, were
w
largely
y
differencce to endo
the ir overarcching subm
mission too the
mirrored
d in Palestine. Up to its conquesst
Otttoman sultaan-caliph inn his capaccity as
by the British,
B
the country
c
did not exist as
a
the religious and tempooral head oof the
a unified
d geograph
hical or pollitical entity
y
m communityy. As late aas June
worrld Muslim
but wass divided between th
he Ottoman
n
19118, less thaan three m
months befoore the
provincee of Beirutt in the no
orth and the
endd of hostillities in thhe Middle East,
district of
o Jerusalem
m in the sou
uth. Its locaal
Gillbert Claytoon, chief poolitical offiicer of
inhabitan
nts, like th
he rest of the Arabiccthe Egyptian Expeditionnary Force, noted
the absence oof “real paatriotism am
mongst
the populationn of Palestinne.” Two m
months
lateer, a Briti sh report stated thatt “the
20 Thomass Mayer, Egyp
pt and the Paleestine Question
n,
Muuslim popullation of Juudea took liittle or
1936--1945 (Berlin:: Klaus Schwaartz, 1983), pp
p.
no interest in tthe Arab naational movvement.
9-40; Israel Gersho
oni and Jamess P. Jankowsk
ki,
Eveen now, the Effendi classs, and particularly
T Search fo
or
Egypt, Islam, and the Arabs: The
Egyptian Nationho
ood, 1900-193
30 (New York
k:
the educated M
Muslim-Levvantine popuulation
Oxford University Press,
P
1986), pp. 247-54.
of Jaffa, evincce a feeling somewhat aakin to
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hostility toward the Arab
Transjordan)
into
As late as August 1947,
23
movement very similar to
“Greater
Syria.”
al-Wahda newspaper advocated
the feeling so prevalent
For years after the
the incorporation of Palestine
in Cairo and Alexandria.
declaration’s
issuance,
into “Greater Syria.”
This Muslim-Effendi class,
many Palestinian Arabs
which has no real political
remained ignorant of its
cohesion, and above all, no power of
actual substance, with the name Balfour
organization, is either pro-Turkish or proinstead denoting an idea—power, money to
British.21
promote Jewish settlement, or, more so, an
Against this backdrop, it was
opportunity for self-enrichment. In the words
hardly surprising that it took one full year
of a sheikh in the vicinity of Gaza: “Tell
for the first manifestation of local
Balfour, that we in the South are willing to
opposition to the Balfour Declaration to
sell him land at a much lower rate than he
emerge in the form of a petition by a
will have to pay in the North.”24
group of Palestinian Arab dignitaries and
The sheikh knew what he was talking
nationalists. Yet rather than protest the
about. An inflow of Jewish immigrants and
declaration’s encroachment on Palestinian
capital after World War I had revived
Palestine’s hitherto moribund condition. If
Arab national rights, the petition
demanded the incorporation of Palestine
prior to the war some 2,500-3,000 Arabs, or
into Syria22—a demand repeated by the
one out of 200-250 inhabitants, emigrated
Palestinian Arab leadership throughout
from the country every year, this rate was
slashed to about 800 per annum between
the 1920s, 30s, and 40s. As late as August
1947, three months before the passing of
1920 and 1936. Palestine’s Arab population
the U.N. resolution partitioning Mandate
rose from about 600,000 to some 950,000
Palestine into Arab and Jewish states,
owing to the substantial improvement in
al-Wahda newspaper, mouthpiece of the
socioeconomic conditions attending the
Arab Higher Committee, the muftidominated umbrella organization of the
23 The New York Times, Aug. 25, 1947. See also Jamal
Palestinian
Arabs,
advocated
the
Husseini, “Report of the State of Palestine during the
incorporation
of
Palestine
(and

21 Memorandum by Brig. Gen. Gilbert Clayton, June 16,
1918, FO 371/3395/130342, p. 3 (179); “Report on
the Existing Political Condition in Palestine and
Contiguous Areas by the Political Officer in Charge
of the Zionist Commission, Aug. 27, 1918,” FO
371/3395/147225, p. 5 (231).
22 For early protests over the Balfour Declaration see
Bayan Nuwaihid al-Hut, Watha’iq al-Haraka alWataniyya al-Filastiniyya 1918-1939: Min Awraq
Akram Zu’aytir (Beirut: Palestinian Research Center,
1984; 2nd ed.), pp. 4-34; Emile Ghouri, Filastin
Abra Sittin Aman (Beirut: Dar al-Nahar, 1972), pp.
36-40.
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Four Years of Civil Administration, Submitted to the
Mandate’s Commission of the League of Nations
through H.E. the High Commissioner for Palestine,
by the Executive Committee of the Palestine Arab
Congress—Extract,” Oct. 6, 1924, Central Zionist
Archives (CZA), S25/10690, p. 1; “Minutes of the
Ninth Session, Held at Geneva from June 8th to
25th, 1926, including the Report of the Commission
to the Council,” 22nd meeting, Permanent Mandates
Commission, League of Nations, Geneva, June 22,
1926; “The Arabs Reject Partition,” quoted from
Palestine and Transjordan, July 17, 1937, p. 1,
CZA.

24 J.H. Kann, Some Observations on the Policy of the
Mandatory Government of Palestine with Regard to
the Arab Attacks on the Jewish Population in August
1929 and the Jewish and the Arab Sections of the
Population (Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1930), p. 10.
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development
of
the
Jewish National Home.25
Small wonder that the
vast
majority
of
Palestinian Arabs sought
to take advantage of
the unprecedented opportunities afforded by
the growing Jewish
presence in the country, which raised their
quality of life and
standard of living well
above those in the neighboring Arab states.26 In
the words of a 1937 report
by a British commission
of enquiry headed by
Lord Peel:

Jewish and Arab workers wrapping oranges in Rehovot. Throughout
the mandate era, periods of peaceful coexistence were far longer than
those of violent eruption, and the latter were the work of a small
fraction of Palestinian Arabs.

The general beneficent effect of
Jewish immigration
on Arab welfare is illustrated by the
fact that the increase in the Arab
population is most marked in urban
areas
affected
by
Jewish
development. A comparison of the
Census returns in 1922 and 1931
shows that, six years ago, the
increase percent in Haifa was 86,
in Jaffa 62, in Jerusalem 37,

25 Aharon Cohen, Israel and the Arab World
(London: W. H. Allen, 1970), p. 225.
26 See, for example, A Survey of Palestine. Prepared in
December 1945 and January 1946 for the
information of the Anglo-American Committee of
Enquiry (reprinted 1991 in full with permission from
Her Majesty’s Stationary Office by the Institute for
Palestine Studies, Washington, D.C.), vol. 2, pp.
708-15; Palestine Royal Commission, Report.
Presented to the Secretary of State for the Colonies
in Parliament by Command of his Majesty, July
1937 (London: HMSO; rep. 1946), p. 94, 157-8; Z.
Abramowitz and Y. Guelfat, Hameshek Haarvi
Beeretz Israel Uveartzot Hamizrah Hatichon (Tel
Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuhad, 1944), pp. 5-7, 48-50.
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while in purely Arab towns such
as Nablus and Hebron it was
only 7, and at Gaza there was a
decrease of 2 percent.27

As a result of this state of affairs,
throughout the mandate era (1920-48), the
periods of peaceful coexistence were far
longer than those of violent eruption, and the
latter were the work of a small fraction of
Palestinian Arabs.
In the 1920s and 1930s, Jewish
representatives held hundreds of formal
meetings with their Arab counterparts in
Palestine and the neighboring Arab states and
were frequently invited to social gatherings
and official events as well as to the homes of
prominent Arab families. Joint Arab-Jewish

27 Palestine Royal Commission, Report, p. 93 (vii).
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projects and enterprises sprang throughout
the country—from the association for orange
growers in Jaffa, to mixed committees for the
building of the Haifa port; from active
Jewish-Arab cooperation in anti-malarial
drainage and the improvement of water
supplies, to a joint organization for the
benefit of the poor and the aged, to ArabJewish professional unions. In 1923, about a
hundred Arab children attended private
Jewish schools while 307 Jewish children
attended private Arab schools. Three years
later, the number of Jews attending Arab
schools grew by some 50 percent to 445—
including 315 Jewesses in Arab all-girl
schools.28
Even Clayton, a prominent champion
of the pan-Arab cause who in 1923 became
Palestine’s chief political secretary, acknowledged that “on non-political matters,
such as taxation, agriculture, etc., the Jewish
colonies and Arab villages speak the same
voice and sometimes from the same hall.” He
once recalled how he had arrived in a Jewish
village to deliver a speech on the National
Home, only to find a mixed gathering of
Jews and Arabs engaged in an animated
discussion, which necessitated a complete
change in the nature of his own remarks.29

28 See, for example, Colonial Office, Palestine.
Report on Palestine Administration, 1923
(London: HMSO, 1924), p. 26; Colonial Office,
Palestine. Report on Palestine Administration,
1924 (London: HMSO, 1925), pp. 28, 32, 50;
Colonial Office, Palestine. Report on Palestine
Administration, 1926 (London: HMSO, 1927), p.
33; Chaim Weizmann, “Progress and Problems,”
Confidential Report to Colonial Office, Feb. 15,
1922, The Letters and Papers of Chaim
Weizmann. Series B, vol. I, August 1898-July
1931, p. 366; Cohen, Israel, pp. 249-51.
29 Frederick H. Kisch, Palestine Diary (London:
Victor Gollancz, 1938), pp. 48-9, 54, 73.
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In a valedictory report summing his
term in office (1920-25), Sir Herbert Samuel,
the first high commissioner for Palestine,
painted an upbeat picture of the development
of Arab-Jewish relations:
In the first place, the people
discovered that the disasters,
which they had been told were
about to fall upon them, did not
in fact occur. The attacks upon
their villages by well-armed
Jewish colonists, which some of
the agitators had announced, did
not take place. The day when a
hundred thousand Jews were to
disembark in Palestine in order
to occupy their lands, came and
went, and there was no such
invasion. Month followed month
and year followed year, and no
man had his land taken from
him. So far from the mosques
closed
and
turned
into
synagogues, a new, purely
Moslem, elected body was
created to which the control of
all Moslem religious buildings,
and of their endowments, was
transferred; it rebuilt those that
were in ruins and began to
restore those that needed
restoration. It is difficult, under
such conditions, to maintain
indefinitely an attitude of alarm;
people cannot be induced to
remain constantly mobilized
against a danger which never
eventuates.30

30 Colonial Office, Palestine: Report of the High
Commissioner on the Administration of Palestine
1920-1925 (London: HMSO, 1925), pp. 40-1.
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Even the most protracted
period of Palestinian Arab violence in
1936-39, with its paralytic atmosphere of terror and a ruthlessly
enforced economic boycott, failed to
dent Arab-Jewish coexistence on
many practical levels, including
defense cooperation. Contrary to its
common depiction as a nationalist
revolt against the ruling British and
the growing Jewish presence in the
country, this was a massive exercise
in violence that saw far more Arabs
than Jews murdered by Arab gangs,
which repressed and abused the
general Arab population.31 And while
thousands of Arabs fled the country
Prior to the Arab “revolt” of 1936-39, thousands of Jews
in a foretaste of the 1947-48 exodus,
were able to make the traditional pilgrimage to Rachel’s
others preferred to fight back against
Tomb, near Bethlehem. Coexistence between Arabs and
their oppressors, often in colJews persisted into the World War II years.
laboration with the British authorities
and the Hagana, the largest Jewish
report)32—broadcasting Nazi propaganda to
underground defense organization. Still others
Arabs and Muslims worldwide, recruiting
sought shelter in Jewish neighborhoods.
Arab prisoners of war and Balkan Muslims
This coexistence persisted into the
for the Nazi fighting and murder machine,
World War II years. While Hajj Amin
and urging the extermination of Jews
Husseini, who had fled Palestine in 1937,
wherever they could be found—ordinary
was busy making himself “the most
Palestinian Arabs sought to return to
important Arab Quisling in German hands”
normalcy and reestablish coexistence with
(to use the words of a contemporary British
their Jewish neighbors.
Arab and Jewish citrus growers
joined forces in demanding the cancellation
of customs duty and the extension of
government loans to cultivators for the
duration of the war. Large quantities of Arab
31 According to official British statistics, in 1936-39
1112 Arabs were murdered by their Arab
agricultural produce reappeared in Jewish
brothers, compared with 151 British and 429
markets, and this phenomenon expanded in
Jews. Some Palestinian Arab sources put the
subsequent years as both communities
number of murdered Arabs at a staggering 3,000enjoyed the unprecedented spending and
4,500. A Survey of Palestine, vol. 1, pp. 38, 46,
investment boom attending Palestine’s in49; Yuval Arnon-Ohana, Herev Mibait:
Hamaavak
Hapnimi
Batnuah
Haleumit
Hafalestinit (Tel Aviv: Yariv-Hadar, 1981), p.
286; Kenneth Waring, “Arab against Arab:
Evidence of Rebel Documents,” The Times
(London), Jan. 18, 1939.
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32 G.3/D. (C. & D.), “Intelligence report on the
Mufti,” Dec. 16, 1943, KV 2/2085, British
National Archives, London.
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corporation into the British war effort.33
Land sales continued as far as possible with
Arabs often acting as intermediaries for
Jewish purchases in the zones that had been
prohibited and restricted by the British
authorities in 1939. Thousands of Jews made
the traditional pilgrimage to Rachel’s Tomb,
near Bethlehem, while Jewish students
visited this exclusively Arab town for the
Christmas celebrations. And in April 1940,
on the eve of the Jewish holiday of Passover,
chief rabbis Isaac Herzog and Benzion Uziel
visited Hebron at the head of a large
congregation and prayed at the entrance to
the Tomb of the Patriarchs—the first visit of
Jews to the city without an escort in four
years. Jews rented accommodation in Arab
villages and opened restaurants and stores
with the villagers’ consent; the Nablus
municipality initiated talks with senior
Zionist officials on linking the city to the
Jewish electricity grid; and former rebel
commanders and fighters made their peace
with their Jewish neighbors. Even the
German foreign office grudgingly conceded,
at the end of 1940, that “conditions [in
Palestine] are entirely peaceful. Jewish-Arab
conflict is no longer apparent. The people are
in need of tranquility.”34

Mahmoud Abbas’s rejection of the
Jewish right to national self-determination,
which was acknowledged a hundred years
ago by the international community,
including the world’s foremost Muslim
power, leaders of the pan-Arab movement,
and ordinary Palestinian Arabs, affords a sad
testament to the unchanging nature of the
Palestinian leadership’s recalcitrance.
It was Hajj Amin Husseini’s predication
of Palestinian national identity on hatred of the
“other” rather than on a distinct shared legacy
that “paved the road for the Nakba of
Palestinian people and their dispossession and
displacement from their land.” And it was
Yasser Arafat and Mahmoud Abbas’s
persistence in this zero-sum approach, despite
their feigned moderation in the Oslo peace
charade, that ensured the perpetuation of
Palestinian dispersal and statelessness to date. It
is only by shedding their century-long
revanchist dreams and opting for peace and
reconciliation with their Israeli neighbors that
Palestinian leaders can end their people’s
suffering. And what can be a better starting
point for this sea change than endorsement of
the Balfour Declaration rather than its atavistic
denigration?

33 A Survey of Palestine, vol. 1, pp. 337-8; “Note on
Potential Arab Political Violence in Palestine,”
Apr. 1946, FO 141/1090; The Palestine Post
(Jerusalem) Nov. 21, 1939, Sept. 11, Nov. 14,
1940, May 7, 1941.
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Conclusion

34 Director of Land Registration to Statistician,
Jewish Agency for Palestine, Apr. 9, 1944, BenGurion Archive, Sde Boker; The Palestine Post,
Apr. 12, 25, 1940; Mar. 4, Apr. 15, May 20,
1941; Memorandum by the Head of Political
Division VII, Dec. 9, 1940, Documents on
German Foreign Policy 1918-1945 (London:
HMSO, 1949), Series D, vol. 11, p. 827.
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